From the St. Jacobi Schlosskirche we walk through the street Burgfrieden (Truce street) via the Jacobitorstrasse (Jacob‘s Gate Street), whose
name reminds us of the city gate that had been here until the 19th
century, to a street named Rollberg (Rolling Mountain). Formerly the
traffic from the Harz foot hills ran through this street into the upper
Harz mountains, since the Söse river could be crossed here comfortably on a gravel bank. We find a number of interesting framework
buildings here of which some were already built in the 16th century.
The so-called Ritterhaus 14 (knight house) (Rollberg 32), that owes
its name to the wooden figure at the corner
The museum in the Ritterpost Rollberg/Untere Neustadt, was consthaus at the Rollberg
ructed between 1650-1660 and is set apart
(Photograph: W.M.)
from other middle class city
houses of that time because of
its graphically diverse framework (St. Andrew‘s crosses with
curved arms and diamond
shapes) as well as its extensive
carvings of high quality. The
woollens industrialist Johann
Ludolph Greve had this house
rebuilt in 1784/1785 and added
the chimney pot framing with
rococo ornaments to it that
also shows the Greves‘ family coat of arms among other
things. Since 1936 this building
has been used as a museum.
Down the Rollberg you can find a house with the number 26 from the
16th century, that is noticeable because of the two fools‘ faces, the
woven bands as well as the sun roses which are typical for this area.
We now turn to the left into the Petersilienstraße (Parsley Street) and
follow it to the junction of the footpath to the play ground on the left.
The building that is moved back a little from the street. The so-called
v. Behrsche Sattelhof 15 (residence of the v. Behr family) was used
as a city apartment by the affluent noble families of the area named
v. Behr and from 1596 on v. Oldershausen. The coat of arms of the v.
Behr family can still be seen above the front door up to this day. Walking across the playground you reach the Langer Krummen Bruch
(Crooked Marsh). This area initially was a wetland. Only the erection
of houses here started the continuous development between the
older streets of the Old Town and the Neustadt.
At the building Langer Krummer Bruch No.18 a
commemorative table reminds us of its former
use as a Jewish school and Synagogue 16 .
Coat of arms of the v. Behr family at the Sattelhof
in the Petersilienstraße (Photograph: Guenter Koch)

A Joeddenstrasse (Jewish Street) was documented in Osterode
for the first time in the year 1485. The Jewish community had a
synagogue in the Langen Krummen Bruch since the 17th century. The Jews also had to suffer from difficulties here: they
were not allowed to practise any agricultural or craftsman‘s
professions, they had to pay special taxes and they needed
special residence permits. Only in the second half of the 19th
century the Jewish citizens of Osterode obtained their equal
rights after the special laws for Jews had temporarily been
cancelled during the time of the Westphalia kingdom (18071813). They mainly worked as cattle dealers, small traders and
junk dealers or as money changers. In the so-called „Reichspogromnacht“ on 9th November 1938 the Jewish place of worship in the Langen
The municipal library in the Scheffelstraße
Krummen
Bruch
is in the building of the former Luisen High
School (Photograph: Paul Schaefer)
was disgraced and
its inventory destroyed. The Jewish
inhabitants of Osterode who did not
succeed in fleeing
the country anymore
were deported and
murdered in concentration camps. The
building urges us to
remember, to grieve
and not to forget.
From the Langen Krummen Bruch we turn right into the
Scheffelstraße (Bushel Street). The Luisenschule 17 (Luisen
High School), the building that currently houses the municipal library, was built in 1827 and was formerly used as a high
school for girls.
From the Scheffelstraße we now have to turn right into the
Waagestraße (Scale Street). With its steep gable and its sun
rose carvings the Ratswaage 18 (Council‘s Scale), situated in
the Waagestraße 18, is especially noteworthy. In this house,
built in 1550, not only products were weighed and measured
as the balance beam at the facade still indicates, but it was also
used as the wedding house and
post office of the town. A special
set of regulations controlled the
utilization of the rooms and the
course of the wedding celebrations; besides that cultural and
other sociable events also took
place in this building which
temporarily even housed a movie theater.

On 28th December 1969 a fire damaged this community building. Its frontage, however, remained almost untouched by
the fire and the building could be restored. It is still not clarified if the horn-coat of arms with the inscription „dat sin not
all Jeger de de horne blow“ (not everyone who blows the horn
is a hunter) refers to the constructor of the building or the
building‘s use as a post-office. The fright mask at the gable
top is also interesting. It should keep damage and misfortune
away from the house.
From the Waagestraße we then
The „Altes Rathaus“
constructed in 1552
turn left and walk through
(Photograph: Guenter Koch)
the Hellhofstraße (Bright Court
Street) up to Am Schilde (At the
Shield). In former times mainly
craftsmen and traders, whose
city houses were not built for
agricultural use, mainly lived in
this street. The frontage of the
„Altes Rathaus“ 19 (Old Town
Hall) whose representative construction reflected urban selfconfidence is situated at the end
of the street. Here the city council
that led the administrative businesses - before the separation
of powers was practised - had its meetings. The council took
care of administrative tasks, issued decrees and spoke justice.
The ground floor was used as a department store and market
hall; in the wine cellar of the building, drinks were sold. The
great city fire in the year 1545 destroyed the city hall that had
presumably been constructed in the 14th century. In 1552 at
the same place the present building was reconstructed, probably making use of the old foundation walls.
The gable of the city hall which forms an approximately equilateral triangle is divided by a five-sided oriel. The whole gable
was initially decorated with rich, carved framework, but it has
been covered by slate panelling since the 18th century.

Underneath the oriel you can
see an „O“ framed by cornucopias. It was used as the city
coat of arms in the 17th and
18th century. The dates at the
settings of the cornerstones
refer to its construction in the
year 1552 and the later facade
renewals (1737, 1799, 1871).
The outside staircase was renewed in 1843. On its gable
supported by columns the presently used city coat of arms
can be seen. It goes back to a
medieval seal.
The Donkey Driver Memorial in front of
A statue of Justice was placed the Old City Hall reminds us of the food
from the Harzkornmagazin
on this gable as a sign of former transportation
(granary for the Harz area) into the upper
urban jurisdiction. The buil- mountains(Photograph: Guenter Koch)
dings on the backside of the
city hall were constructed in 1361 and 1906. The donkey driver
statue in front of the city hall reminds us of the transportation of grain and other goods into the upper Harz mountains.
From the frontage of the city hall we walk into the Johannistorstraße (St. John’s Gate Street) that has kept its medieval
narrowness as the only one of the four streets that led out of
the city.
Beyond the Söse you can see the Johannisvorstadt (St. John’s
suburb) with the St.-Johannes-Kirche (St.-John’s Church) and
on the elevation to the right the ruin of the Alte Burg 20 (Old
Castle). In former times this Welfian castle safeguarded the
way up into the Harz mountains. Later, after it had lost its
function as a defence construction, it was used as a residence
for the widows of the dukes of Grubenhagen.
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Only the beam heads and the pillars of the oriel still point to
the splendid design of the frontage.Underneath,
the so-called whale rib is chained above the ent
entrance. It served as a kind of talisman and should
protect the city from flooding by the Söse river.

The fright mask at the gable of the Ratswaage
should keep misfortune away from the house
(Photograph: Guenter Koch)

The Old Castle on the hill top between the Soese valley and the Lerbach
valley safeguarded the way up into the upper Harz mountains
(Photograph: Guenter Koch)
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We do not cross the Soese, but we turn into the Eisensteinstraße (Ironstone Street) to the left in order to reach the parking lot
behind the Harzkornmagazin (Granary). Since the Harz mountains are unsuitable for the cultivation of grain but many workers were needed for the mining industry in the mountains,
the food supply of the population of the upper Harz mountains had to be secured by storekeeping and corresponding
transportation of the goods. For this reason the Harzkornmagazin 1 (Granary of the Harz Mountains) was construc
constructed in Osterode from 1719 to 1722.

Past the old city hall we get onto the Martin-LutherPlatz (Martin Luther Place) in front of the Marktkirche St.Aegidien 3 (Market Church St.-Aegidien). This city church
constructed in the Middle Ages was rebuilt after the great city
fire of 1545.
Until 1936 the tower watchman
who had to give alarm in case of
a fire, had his apartment in the
tower at the west side. In 1950
the steeple was covered with
copper, after the older constructions, covered with slate had
become too heavy for the tower
that is tilted to the west by
about 70 cm.
On the south side of the Martin Luther Place you can see the
Ratsapotheke (council pharma-

The bread grain for the Harz miners was formerly stored in the Harzkornmagazin 1 built
from 1719 to 1722. Since 1989 the baroque
functional building is used as city hall
(Photograph: Guenter Koch)

Pulpit altar of the St. Aegidien
Markt Kirche
(Photograph: Otto Schönfelder)

The bread grain which was supplied from different areas to
the Harzkornmagazin was sold to the people in the upper
Harz mountains at favourable prices by the state warehouse
manager. At the central gable on the side facing the Söse River
you can find the English-Hannoverian royal coat of arms and
below that the lettering „Utilitati Herzyniae“ (= for the benefit
of the Harz) that again refers to the purpose of this building.
Since 1989 the Harzkornmagazin is used as the new city hall.
From the parking lot we reach the Aegidienstrasse (Aegidien Street) by passing through the archway of a house,
which we follow turning left. The so-called Kommandantenhaus 2 (commander‘s house), (Aegidienstrasse 1) which was
built around 1600 housed the grammar school from 1619 to
1690. Later it was used as the city commander‘s residence
who commanded the troops deployed here in the 17th and
18th century.
The commander‘s house in
the Aegidienstrasse
(Photograph: Guenter Koch)

cy) which was founded
A legend has grown up around the
in Osterode in 1574. The
tomb plates of the last dukes of
present pharmacy builBrunswick-Grubenhagen. The picture
of the tomb plates shows Duke Phillip
ding was constructed
II. and his wife Klara.
around 1600, however,
(Photograph: Guenter Koch)
it had to go through a
series of reconstructions. The neighboring house going back
to the 2nd half of the 16th century still shows old designs with
its sun roses and the strong protrusion of the upper tier of
beams.
The round leads us now further to the Kornmarkt (grain market) which has represented the center of urban life since the
late Middle Ages although it is not the oldest market place in
Osterode. After a fire destroyed the houses at the south side
(post office side) of the Kornmarkt and the Marientorstraße
(St. Mary‘s Gate Street) in 1826, the building line was taken
back during the reconstruction of the houses.
In 1850 a fire destroyed the houses on the north side of the Marientorstraße as well as a complex of buildings that jutted far
into the present market place, so that the place only reached
today‘s size on that date. During reconstruction the street
width of the Marientorstraße was doubled, in order to meet
the growing needs of traffic. The grain market is dominated
by the Rinneschen Haus 4 (House of the Rinne family).
This house was built for the lawyer Professor Andreas Cludius
around 1610, whom we are reminded of until this day by

the coats of arms and the figures „Justitia“ and „Clementia“
above the entrance gate. Later the house was used as an inn
„English Inn“, in which the German poet Heinrich Heine spent
the night during his Harz journey.
Through the Marientorstraße we reach the street Marienvorstadt 5 (Suburb of St. Mary) after crossing the Doergestraße. Formerly the Marienvorstadt was an independent village
outside the walls of Osterode that merged with the city over
time. A city fire in the year 1895 destroyed the old architectural
fabric in this area. Before we have a look at the central area of
the old Mariendorf (Village of Mary), there is the possibility to
visit an example for Osterode‘s industrial history.
For this purpose we walk from the Marienvorstadt into the
Lindberggasse (Lindberg Lane) and cross under the railroad
tracks in order to turn right into the Seesener Straße (Street
to Seesen).
The old Jornsche Kupferhammer 6 (Jorn‘s copper hammer)
is situated in the area of the street junction between Seesener
Straße and Rotemühlenweg (Red Mill Lane). A copper forge
has been proven to exist in Osterode since 1579. A copper hammer was in operation at this place since 1682. The crude copper that was supplied from the copper works of the Harz area,
so-called cooked-copper was processed into copper sheets,
rods and kettles here.
The hammers and the fan of the melting furnace were run
with the water power of the mill ditch. Until the 19th century
the melting furnace was still powered with charcoal from the
woods in the Harz mountains.
From the Rotemühlenweg we get onto the factory site, where
the hammer building built in 1868 and the mansion dating
back to the year 1825 are worth
seeing. From the Seesener Straße
we can get on to the restored jüdischen Friedhof 7 (Jewish Cemetery) behind the hammer building. On the same way we return
to the Marienvorstadt where we
turn right into the street Im Winkel (In the Angle). The houses that Tombstones on the Jewish ceat the Seesener Straße
are small and humble compared metery
(Photograph: Wolfgang Boettner
to those in the town center still
testify their constructors‘ bad social situation to this day.
Mainly tanners and weavers with little income lived and
worked in the Marienvorstadt. Through the street Im Winkel
we reach the Hohe Leuchte (High Lamp Street) into which we
turn right. The Marienhospital (St. Mary‘s Hospital) probably existed since 1270 at the site of the building Hohe Leuchte
33. Later it was renamed „Hospital zum heiligen Geist“ („Holy
Spirit Hospital“). In this institution old and sick people were
cared for. The contemporary residential building‘s design reminds us of the last hospital building, which was torn down
in 1975.

The Marienkirche
(Photograph: Wolfgang
Boettner)

The Marienkirche 8 (St. Mary‘s
Church) enclosed by a wall to
the right of the street was documented in the year 1233 for
the first time. The building
was completely restored in the
17th century and in the years
1901/1902, however, the character of the old village church did
not get lost in the process. Inside
the church there is a carved altar created by Barthold Kastrop
in 1517.
From the church we walk
through the spa gardens, past the
Stadthalle 9 (event hall) which opened in 1973, and reach the SchachtruppVilla 10.

The Schachtrupp-Villa 10 Doerge Street
20), that was constructed
as a half-timbered house
with a panelling of horizontal wooden boards is
the starting point for our
tour through Osterode.
The frontage is divided
by the outside staircase,
portico, balcony, a balcony door on the first floor
and the half-moon shaped The classical Schachtrupp-Villa and the
of arms of the Schachtrupp family
window as well as by the coat
(Photograph: Paul Schaefer)
integration of the mesial
facade section under the same gable.
In the side facades this divisive motif is modified a little. The
coat of arms of the Schachtrupp family can be found on the
rail of the balcony which forms the roof of the small portico
at the frontage. The Schachtrupp family‘s white lead factory,
set up in 1812, was situated above Osterode and developed
into one of the most important businesses in the area. Its
products were exported to America, Africa and Asia. Johann
Friedrich Schachtrupp began the construction of the villa in
1819, the completion dragged on until 1828. The city of Osterode bought the classical villa in 1858; the garden belonging to
it was used as the spa garBehind the about 1700 m long city
dens of the former health wall the citizens sought for protecresort Osterode. Since 1867 tion (Photograph: Guenter Koch)
the building was used as the
urban high school. From the
Schachtrupp-Villa we follow
the street Neustädter Tor
and see there, behind the

Vocational School, a part of the old city wall with the
Sonnenturm (Sun Tower) and the small Pulverturm 11 (Gunpowder Tower). The Osterode city wall was documented in 1233
for the first time; it was about 1700 m long and had four gates:
the Neustädter Tor (New Town Gate), the Jacobitor (St. Jacob’s
Gate), the Johannistor (St. John’s Gate) and the Marientor (St.
Mary’s Gate), which were all torn down early in the 19th century. Street names are still reminders of these gates.
Following the street you reach the Spritzenhausplatz (Fire Station Place) in the Neustadt (New Part of Town). Duke Otto the
child, had this new quarter of the city built in 1238 and vested it with the same rights as the older part of the town located below. The clear-cut course of the streets shows that this
quarter was planned prior to building it and is clearly different from the often seemingly disorganized old part of town.
Stylistic elements of the The former palace of the Schachfamily at the Spritzenhausplatz
Schachtrupp-Villa can also trupp
is used as a nine-year elementary
be found at the building of school today
the school Neustädter Schu- (Photograph: Paul Schaefer)
le 12 (Spritzenhausplatz 9/11).
The palace was built for the
economist C. A. Friedrich
Schachtrupp in a framework
technique with a panelling
of horizontal wooden boards
from 1833-1835. It has a slightly increased middle section of
five axes which is spanned by
a gable. The half-moon shaped
windows, the balcony with the
family coat of arms and the entry loggia show a similar accentuation of the middle as the Schachtrupp-Villa, although the
building as a whole appears more delicately (boned).
At the northern end of the Spritzenhausplatz, not far from the
fire department (shed) with the hose tower, the half timbered
house Untere Neustadt 1 is located. This building, constructed
in the middle of the 16th century, has a richly decorated framework which shows carved sun roses as well as a cord frieze.
Also the big wooden blocks at some of the vertical girders (socalled stems) are noteworthy. They can be found at many half
timbered houses built during that time period in this area. We
now follow the Untere Neustadt in order to turn into the intersecting street to the right. Through this street the tour leads us
to the street to the left called Obere Neustadt.
In former times most of the so-called field citizens who had
their fields and meadows in the district outside the city but
whose farm houses, however, lay within the city wall, lived in
this area of the city. Even today many buildings, as for examp
example the house Obere Neustadt 34, with its large gate entrance

and linked high entrance hall still indicate their initial use as
field citizens‘ farm houses. Typical for the city houses in the
Harz mountain area are also the roofs pointing with their eaves towards the street. It can still be seen on our tour that only
the corner houses as well as the important or representative
buildings point with their gables to the street.
From the street Obere Neustadt we turn right into the street
Amtshof (Office Court) that we keep on following. The street
name reminds us of the former domain (of the office) whose
estate buildings were in this area. Only in 1927 after the city
had bought the domain the contemporary residential zone
could be created.
We now reach the district court and the building of the
St. Jacobi Schlosskirche 13 (St. Jacob Castle Church). Excavations proved that there had already been a chapel in the vincinity of the contemporary church in the 12th century and in
its proximity the oldest market of
St. Jacobi Schlosskirche
Osterode might have taken place. (Photograph: Guenter Koch)
A convent which lived according
to the rules of the Cistercians was
documented here since 1233. The
monastic church also served as
a parish church for the Neustadt
(New Part of Town). After the reformation and the break-up of the
convent the reconstruction into
the sovereign castle took place in
1561. The St. Jacobi Schlosskirche
kept on being preserved as the
castle church. After the extinction
of the Grubenhagener line of the
aristocratic lineage of the Welfs
who we are also reminded of by the weathered silicate brick
coat of arms at the district court building, the government of
the principality resided in the castle until 1689. Later on only
the sovereign bailiff as well as an upper court and the district
court respectively resided here. The district court still uses the
south wing of the old castle up to this day.
The St. Jacobi Schlosskirche was fundamentally rebuilt and received its present appearance in the years 1751/1752. The east
and the west wing of the old castle were torn down in 18941899 so that only the north wing, with the nave, the tower and
the former domain tenant building as well as the south wing
with the district court have still been maintained to this day.
Especially noteworthy inside the St. Jacobi Schlosskirche is a
statue of Moses from the 16th century, a 12th century font, several epitaphs as well as the in the 17th century newly reconstructed altar, which was created by using older altar wings.
The crucifix in the attached chapel, being the work of art of a
French prisoner of war, reminds us of the time of the Second
World War.

